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Abstract— Vision based localization is a cost effective method
for indoor and outdoor application. However, it has drift
problem if none global optimization is used. We proposed a
geo-referenced traffic sign based localization method, which
integrated the constraints of 3D traffic signs with local bundle
adjustment to reduce the drift. Comparing to global bundle
adjustment, Local Bundle Adjustment(LBA) has low computational cost but suffers the drift problem for large scale
localization because of the random error accumulation. We
reduced the drift by means of the constraints from georeferenced traffic signs for bundle adjustment process. The
original LBA model was extended for the constraints and
the traffic signs were detected in images and matched with
3D landmark database automatically. From the experiments
of simulated and real images, our approach can reduce the
drift and have better locating results than none-constraint LBA
based localization method.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Precise localization is the basic issue for autonomous
navigation and driving assistant systems. GPS (Global Positioning System) is widely applied for positioning in such
systems, however, in urban areas due to high buildings and
narrow streets it suffers often from localization errors caused
by multi-paths and signal masks. INS (Inertial Navigation
System)S and/or odometer can help filtering errors and
interpolating between GPS interruptions [1]. Intrinsic drifts
of theses sensors can accumulate during long term GPS
interruptions and lead to localization errors as well. High cost
of precise INSs motivated many systems to use inexpensive
vision based sensors for localization.
Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM) enables
to create a set of 3D points and to estimate the motion
progressively[2]. This method is based on Kalman filter but
suffer from computational inefficiencies due to the need for
inversion of large matrices [3].
Visual Odometry (VO) using mono image or stereo pairs
was proposed for estimating mobile poses in relation to a
fixed point [4]. Some authors proposed to integrate proprioceptive information coming from the sensors in the classical
VO, in order to accelerate the computation time [5]. As VO
is based on relative measurements, error accumulation leads
to drift over time [6].
An alternative technique is Bundle Adjustment (BA) [7]
integrating matched points within a sequence of images
and finding a solution simultaneously optimal with respect
to both camera parameters and 3D points.The strength of
bundle adjustment is in providing a globally optimal solution.
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However, the size of equation system increases with the
growing number of images and matched points and becomes
computationally expensive for large set of images. To cope
with this problem Local Bundle Adjustment (LBA) was
proposed by Mouragnon et al. [8]. The method is incremental
and runs a bundle adjustment when new key frames are
added. An extension of the same method that takes into account the uncertainties was proposed by Eudes and Lhuillier
[9]. The method enables propagating the errors through the
bundle adjustment blocks and obtains uncertainties of pose
parameters.
All the aforementioned vision-based methods are based on
relative measurements. So the random errors are accumulated
trough the trajectory and cause drifts. In order to reduce
the drift external georeferenced data should be added to the
processes.
a) GPS measurements:
An incremental structure from motion fusing GPS signal in a constrained bundle adjustment was proposed by
Lhuillier[10]. The method enables to decrease regularly the
drift effect by associating constraints from GPS position on
camera centers. The GPS measurements were also integrated
in SLAM based structure from motion technique[11]. The
quality of these methods is directly related to the precision
of GPS measurements. The GPS mask or multi-path could
lead to drifts.
b) Sparse point cloud:
The geo-referenced low level landmarks such as interest
points [12] and planar patches [13] are also investigated .
In order to align the trajectory, geo-referenced point clouds
acquired by laser scanners were also used as maps for vehicle
localization. Yoneda et al [14] used an embedded Velodyne
scanner on the vehicle and proposed a matching approach to
align the real time scanning data to the geo-referenced map .
Maddern et al [15] proposed an illumination invariant color
space allowing to register color images to the 3D map . This
family of strategy enables to reduce the drift significantly by
aligning the trajectory. The first drawback is the requirement
for high storage volume due to the high number of points
or patches. The second inconvenience is in the difficulty of
resolving the matching ambiguities. The last inconvenience
is the difficulty of updating the 3D point cloud.
c) GIS data:
Lothe et al [16] proposed to register a sparse 3D point cloud
obtained with SLAM to geo-referenced 3D building models.
In a similar approach, the Digital Elevation Model (DEM)
was applied to reduce the number of camera parameters
from six to five supposing that the height of the embedded
camera in relation to the ground surface is fixed [17]. Geo-

referenced textured objects such as facades [18] and road
surfaces [19] were also applied as landmarks for localization
through image registering. Comparing to 3D point clouds
the advantages of using geographic databases are in lower
storage volume requirement and easier updating process.
However The quality of registration is related to the precision of GIS data. Nowadays the precisions of large scale
geographic databases are far from being sub-decimeter.
d) Punctual semantic features:
Schlichting and Brenner [20] applied pole-like objects as
georeferenced landmark database. An embedded laser scanner on the vehicle allows to detect automatically vertical objects. Then the detected objects are matched to the
landmark database and provide corrections to the vehicle
position. Road markings were also applied as matching
objects for image registration. Tournaire et al. proposed
an algorithm for registering street-level images to multipleview georeferenced aerial images using zebra-crossings [21].
Road marking maps were also applied for image-based
localization [22][23]. Wei et al [24] applied a 3D database
of geo-referenced road markings and traffic signs in order
to reduce the drift of INS based localization. A calibrated
stereo base allows to reconstruct the signs and markings.
The predicted pose by INS was corrected by matching the
reconstructed features to the geo-referenced objects in the
landmark database.
The main benefits of using punctual features as landmarks
are:
• Precision: Their simple geometric forms make their
detection and reconstruction precise and robust.
• Low storage volume: Their standard shapes enable
compact representations.
• Low matching ambiguity: Their shape and texture are
stable and unambiguous.
These are the reasons why we adopted traffic signs as
landmark database. In this paper we present a localization
approach using a sequence of mono images and a set of
geo-referenced 3D traffic signs. We suppose that the vehicle
starts from a known point (using a valid GPS positioning for
example). The local bundle adjustment algorithm presented
by Mouragnon et al. [8] together with its uncertainty propagation [9] were used to estimate the poses of cameras in
relation to the starting point. Every time the estimated pose
is near enough to at least one traffic sign in the landmark
database, a traffic sign detection algorithm is run and the
detected signs will be matched to 3D signs in the landmark
database. This will provide Ground Control Points (GCP)
that will be integrated in the bundle adjustment. The main
contribution of our paper is in generating GCP automatically
and integrating it in a bundle adjustment process that should
decrease the drift of structure from motion algorithm.
The papers is organized as follows: Section II describes
our geo-referenced database. Section III introduces the
matching and initial parameters estimation methods. The new
approach of local bundle adjustment is proposed in section
IV and section VI presents the experiment results. Finally,
conclusions are shown in section VII.

II. L ANDMARK DATABASE GENERATION
The geo-referenced traffic sign database was generated
from the images acquired by Stereopolis Mobile Mapping
System [25] in a dense urban area. [26] proposed the method
for traffic sign detection, recognition and reconstruction. Not
only the 3D model of the traffic signs was reconstructed,
but the categories and semantic meaning of traffic sings
were also recognized. Thanks to the precise detection (subpixel level) and integration of multi-view algorithm and prior
knowledge, the precision of the 3D traffic signs reaches
3.5cm for planimetric position and 1cm for elevation. Figure
1 depicts an example of reconstructed signs embedded in a
virtual model of the city.

Fig. 1: Real and virtual view of the reconstructed scene [27].
III. M ATCHING AND RESECTION
The initial values of parameters for bundle adjustment,
which are 6 parameters (3 for position and 3 for orientation)
for each image pose and 3 parameters for each 3D points
are needed. Image matching, pose estimation and multi-view
resection are the key techniques for initial values calculation.
A. Feature extraction and matching
In this paper, SIFT(Scale Invariant Feature Transform)
algorithm is chosen to detect and describe the key points [28]
and FLANN (Fast Library for Approximate Nearest Neighbors) [29] is used to speed up corresponding point searching.
We take one image pair[I,J] for example and every feature
points in image I will be searched the corresponding point
in image J. 1) construct K-D(K-Dimensional) tree for image
J feature descriptors; 2) search the matching point in the
constructed K-D tree for each feature point in image I
according to the euclidean distance between two descriptor
vectors. The rule for good matching is d1 /d2 <0.6, where
d1 is minimal distance and d2 is second minimal distance.
We reject outliers using the epipolar constraint. The distance
between an image point and the corresponding epipolar line
should be less than 2 pixel. The fundamental matrix which
is estimated with an AC-RANSAC (A Contrario RANSAC)
[30], is employed to compute the equation of epipolar line.
The aforementioned content is about the matching method
for one image pair. In this paper, we just match the current
image with latest 3 images. In this case, every new image
has three time pair-wise matching.
B. Pose estimation and triangulation
We assume that the geo-coordinate system is known for
us and the first image pose is fixed as(R0 , C0 ); where R0
is rotation matrix from image coordinate system to geocoordinate system, C0 is the position of camera center. The
second key frame is chosen which has sufficient motion

from first image to second key frame. The relative pose(R, t)
from first image to second key frame is estimated with
the 5-point algorithm proposed in [31]. The actual distance
from first image to second key frame is set as D01 and
the scale is defined as λ = D01 /ktk. Therefore, the georeferenced pose of second key frame can be calculated as:
R1 = RR0−1 , C1 = −λR1 t + C0 .
After initialization of the first pair, a resectiontriangulation process is used to estimate the initial values
for other images. For instance, the pose of third key frame
is estimated with the 3D points that are reconstructed by the
first pair. We apply P3P (Perspective three Point) algorithm
[32] to estimate the image pose according the reconstructed
3D points. With these known image poses, the new 3D points
that are from new key frame can be calculated with DLT
(Direct Linear Transformation) [33].

the first order Taylor expansion of F (x) is considered, which
is F (x) ≈ F (x0 ) + ∂F
∂x δx , so the error equation is:

IV. LOCAL BUNDLE ADJUSTMENT (LBA)

where σ is the standard error of image noise and the weight
1
matrix is diag(Q−1
Cp , σ 2 I).
The new approach of LBA will take into account georeferenced traffic signs as GCPs (Ground Control points). We
aim at integrating the 3D coordinates of GCPs as weighted
constraints in the bundle adjustment equation system. We
define Xs0 as measured 3D coordinates GCPs with covariance
Qs . The Xs is noted as a vector containing the adjusted
coordinates of the GCPs. The error equation of Xs is defined
as Vs = Xs − Xs0 . We also apply the first order Taylor
expansion at Xs0 for Vs . Finally, back-projection error of the
GCPs in image space is noted by Vg and is obtained similarly
to equation 2. Our new LBA error equations are deduced as
equation 4.
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In order to speed up the procedure of optimization, we
apply local bundle adjustment [9]. It means that only latest
N images are taken into account for bundle adjustment. We
take an example with ten images and set N = 5, n = 2. N
is the size of sliding window, n is the number of new images
of current LBA step. N − n is the number of images that
have already been optimized in previous step. The procedure
of LBA is shown in figure 2.

Fig. 2: Schematic flow of local bundle adjustment.

V =

where, Cp is the vector of camera poses estimated by
previous step, Cc corresponds to image poses of latest n
frames and Xt is a vector containing 3D points.
Bundle adjustment aims at minimizing the re-projection
error between the observed position of points and the predicted positions. Supposing that image errors are Gaussian distribution, the bundle adjustment is formulated as a
maximum likelihood estimator. It looks for x that make
f (x) = V T P V reach minimum. Where, f (x) is called cost
function and V is the vector of residuals of image points. The
P is the wight matrix. We define F (x) as the function of
pinhole projection and x = [C, X]T as unknowns including
camera poses and 3D points. So the V can be estimated with
equation V = F (x)−l, where l is the 2D observations. Only

(2)

where, r = l − F (x0 ) is the vector of differences between
the observations and the predicted values.
In current step, we regard Cp0 as observation of Cp and
its covariance matrix is defined as QCp . The error equation
of Cp is defined as Vp = Cp − Cp0 . If we apply the Taylor
expansion at Cp0 for Vp , the original error equations of LBA
is:
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We define the parameters for LBA at time t as following
notation:


Cp =  Ct−N −1 ...Ct−n

Cc = Ct−n+1...Ct
(1)
Xt = ...Xi ...
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Where:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

δCp is the correction to the previous camera parameters
δCc is the correction to the current camera parameters
δXs is the correction to the 3D control points (traffic
signs) coordinates
δXt is the correction to the 3D tie points coordinates
σg is the standard deviation of 2D measurement for
traffic signs
σt is the standard deviation of 2D measurement for tie
points(SIFT points)
rg is the residual of 2D measurement of traffic sign
rt is the residual of the 2D measurement of tie points

The weight matrix for GCP based error equations is
1
−1 1
diag(Q−1
Cp , σt2 I, Qs , σg2 I). The covariance matrix of parameters is estimated as [J T P J]−1 , where J is the jacobian
matrix of error equation. The covariance matrix of camera
poses is the top-left sub-matrix of [J T P J]−1 and a blockwise inversion method is employed in this paper to reduce
the computation.

V. LANDMARK DETECTION AND MATCHING
Traffic signs are automatically detected with the method
proposed in [26]. The category (indication, obligation, prohibition, warning) of traffic signs and their types (semantic
meaning of the sign) are determined after automatic detection. The full work flow of traffic sign detection and matching
is shown in figure 3.

(a) simulated images

(b) real images

Fig. 4: The left images are generated according to intrinsic
and extrinsic parameters of right real images

A. Experiment of simulated data

Fig. 3: Work flow of traffic sign matching.
There are two main steps for the matching between
detected 2D traffic signs and 3D landmark database. First
step is to select the possible 3D landmarks from database
which are called as traffic sign candidates. There are two
principles for these candidates. 1) the distance between 3D
landmarks and new image position is less then the threshold
T 1 = 30m. 2) the 3D landmark should be in the field view
of new image, which means the re-projection position of the
3D landmark should in the frame of image. After first step,
we have some candidates for each detected traffic sign in
new image. The second step is to reject the false matches
and keep the right matched traffic signs as the 2D matching
in figure3. 1) we classify the candidates according to the
category of each new detected traffic sign. If there is no
corresponding 3D landmarks for the detected traffic sign, it
means there is no valid matching for this detected traffic
sign in new image. Otherwise, we need to more principles
to check. 2) We reject the false matches based on the reprojection position. We only keep the 3D landmark that the
re-projected position is nearest to the detected 2D traffic sign
and the nearest distance should be less than T 2 = 50pixel.

We generate 331 images (f = 10.33mm, image size
1920x1080) in dense urban environment and the whole
trajectory is about 1.1km. The initial values for LBA are
estimated with the method mentioned in section III and there
are 18 3D traffic signs that are successfully matched for the
simulated images.
We estimate the error ellipsoid of image position with
99% confidence
level for each image and define the absolute
p
error as (X − X0 )2 + (Y − Y0 )2 + (Z − Z0 )2 . (X, Y, Z)
are the estimated values while (X0 , Y0 , Z0 ) are referenced
values. The results of our approach and original noneconstraint method are shown in figure 5.

(a) Original LBA

VI. E XPERIMENT
Both simulated and real images are used for experiment.
Real images was captured by the optical camera equipped
on STEREOPLIS, and the referenced poses were recorded
by GPS/IMU system. Our simulated images were generated
based on an integrated 3D city model [27] and referenced
poses and intrinsic parameters of camera. Compared with
real images, the simulated images have two advantages.
Firstly, there is no image distortion, we can avoid the impact
of camera calibrating error for our experiment. Secondly, the
image poses are exact which can be used as actual reference
to evaluate the quality of our localization method. A subsample of experiment images are shown in figure 4.

(b) Our method

Fig. 5: Major axis of error ellipsoid of image position and
absolute error.
If we integrate the geo-referenced traffic signs with LBA
process, both predicated and actual errors are smaller than

images. The comparison between none-constraint and georeferenced constrained localization results is shown in figure
8. The absolute error is calculated with the same method
mentioned in simulated image experiments. We notice that
none-constraint result has about 40m error at the end of
trajectory. However, if we take into account the constraints
from traffic signs, the result becomes much better. The red
line in figure 8 is always under the blue line and the maximal
absolute error drops to 5 meters.
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none-constraint method. In 5b, represent that the images have
constraints from 3D landmarks. When the curves of major
axis of error ellipsoid and absolute error meet the road signs
(shown by dark crosses on the horizontal axis), both of them
decrease immediately. It means that the drift of trajectory
reduces and the precision of localization improves.
In this paper, we also discuss the impact of the number of
3D traffic signs for LBA result. Figure 6 depicts the impact
of number of the applied road signs in the process. Even
if two traffic signs(around image 80 and image 250) are
added for LBA, the absolute errors are reduced. However,
the absolute errors start to increase between the two traffic
signs. So proper density of 3D traffic sign is very important
to compensate error accumulation. In this experiment, if we
can detect and match one traffic sign every 50-100 meters,
we can get satisfying localization result.
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Fig. 8: Absolute error for none-constraint and our method.

Fig. 6: The absolute error for different number of traffic sign
situation.
Figure 7 shows the comparison of our localization result
with the reference data. The process order obeys anticlockwise from starting point in 7. The error ellipsoids of
position are also shown in this figure and the center of
ellipsoid is the position of image. The size of error ellipsoid
reduces immediately when the image contains the constraint
of geo-referenced 3D traffic sings.

Fig. 7: The green line is the referenced trajectory, the blue
shows the none-constraint results, the red line is the results
of our method, the highlight points are the 3D traffic signs.
The error ellipsoids are exaggerated seven times.
B. Experiment on real data
Real images are captured with the calibrated camera and
they have the same size and the focal length with simulated

We also notice that the absolute errors of real images don’t
always decrease when geo-referenced constraints are added,
such as the red line in figure 8 around image 120. This phenomenon is caused by the noise of referenced poses. Even if
precise navigation system are used to capture the referenced
image poses, we can’t avoid the noise of localization in
dense urban environment. The trajectories of reference, noneconstraint and our approach are demonstrated in figure 9. It
is obvious that our traffic sign based localization method has
smaller drift than original LBA based localization method.
The geo-referenced traffic signs can improve the precision
of localization, which can be seen in figure 9.

Fig. 9: The red line is our localization result and the blue
is the none-constraint result. The green line is trajectory
of GPS/INS. The highlight points are geo-referenced traffic
signs. The size of error ellipsoids were exaggerated seven
times.
VII. C ONCLUSION
A 3D geo-referenced traffic sign based vision localization
method was proposed in this paper. We extended the original
LBA with the constraints of 3D traffic signs and integrated
the traffic sign detection and matching with image based localization process that made it possible to generate the GCPs
automatically for bundle adjustment. Both simulated and real
images were used for experiments and the localization results

with geo-referenced constraints were more precise than nonconstraint method. We reduced the drift of original LBA and
the trajectory estimated by our approach was much closer to
the reference data than the original method. 331 images were
used in our simulated and real experiments, the processing
time on LBA was less than 100 seconds and most of the
time was spent on feature dection and image matching. This
should be improved in the future work to adapt real-time
application. We aim at integrating other visual landmarks
such as building facades and road markings in the bundle
adjustment in our future work.
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